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Abstract— This paper extends the recently developed mul-
tiplexed model predictive control (MMPC) concept to ensure
satisfaction of hard constraints despite the action of persistent,
unknown but bounded disturbances. MMPC uses asynchronous
control moves on each input channel instead of synchronised
moves on all channels. It offers reduced computation, by
dividing the online optimisation into a smaller problem for
each channel, and potential performance improvements, as
the response to a disturbance is quicker, albeit via only one
channel. Robustness to disturbances is introduced using the
constraint tightening approach, tailored to suit the asynchronous
updates of MMPC and the resulting time-varying optimisations.
Numerical results are presented, involving a simple mechanical
example and an aircraft control example, showing the potential
computational and performance benefits of the new robust
MMPC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) has become a popular

control technology in the process industry [1] and has

recently been proposed for systems with faster dynamics [2],

[3]. MPC operates by solving an optimisation problem on-

line, in real time, to determine a plan for future operation.

Only an initial portion of that plan is implemented, and

the process is repeated, re-planning when new information

becomes available. Since numerical optimisation naturally

handles hard constraints, MPC offers good performance

while operating close to constraint boundaries [4].

Solving a numerical optimisation can be a complex prob-

lem, and for situations in which computation is limited,

the time to find the solution can be the limiting factor in

the choice of the update interval. This can impact upon

controller performance, especially for systems with fast

dynamics. Recent work [5], [6] has proposed the concept

of multiplexed MPC (MMPC), in which control moves are

applied to each channel asynchronously, as shown in Fig. 1,

instead of applying synchronous moves on all channels.

Furthermore, the computation is divided into a sequence of

optimisations, one for each channel. While the total number

of control moves in a given period remains the same, two

key benefits result. First, the total computational complexity

decreases. The time to solve an optimisation typically grows

as O(m3), where m is the number of inputs. Therefore,
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solving m problems with one input is typically faster than

solving one problem with m inputs. Second, there is a

reduction in the delay between the onset of a disturbance

and a response through the control. The immediate reaction

under MMPC has restricted authority, as it operates through

only one channel, but performance benefits can be achieved

through this faster response.

(a) Conventional “synchronous” MPC

(b) Multiplexed MPC

Fig. 1. Example Timing Diagrams for Two-Input System

The contribution of this paper is the extension of MMPC

to guarantee robust constraint satisfaction and feasibility of

all optimisations despite the action of unknown but bounded

disturbances. These are key issues in MPC: performance ben-

efits are achieved by operating close to constraint boundaries,

but when the state evolution no longer matches the predic-

tions, constraint violation and infeasibility can result. Many

methods have been developed to endow conventional syn-

chronous MPC with robustness [7], [8]. For use with MMPC,

we have adopted the constraint tightening approach [9]–[12],

in which the constraints of the optimisation are modified to

retain a margin for future feedback action. Since only the

constraint limits are modified, the computational complexity

remains the same as for the equivalent nominal MPC. Con-

straint tightening is therefore well-suited to MMPC, which

is aimed at computation-limited applications.

Multiplexed MPC is related to distributed

MPC (DMPC) [13], both dividing the optimisation

into smaller sub-problems. Various approaches to robust
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DMPC have been investigated, including worst-case

predictions [14], retention of “emergency” plans [15],

[16], invariant “tube” predictions [17] and constraint

tightening [18]. Work on DMPC has typically focussed

on spatially distributed systems with some structure in the

system, e.g. teams of vehicles with decoupled dynamics.

In contrast, the new robust multiplexed MPC makes no

assumptions on the overall system structure, and considers

temporal distribution, breaking the optimisation down into

a sequence of smaller problems on the same processor.

The paper begins with the problem statement in Section II,

including the requirements for multiplexed control moves.

Then the controller formulation for MMPC is developed

in Section III in two stages, first dealing with the multi-

plexed moves and then dividing into smaller sub-problems.

Finally, Section IV presents the results of two sets of

numerical simulations. Examples involving a simple spring-

mass system demonstrate the scalability of MMPC in terms

of computation, compared to conventional MPC. Examples

involving the longitudinal control of an aircraft illustrate the

potential performance benefits of MMPC when applied to

systems with fast dynamics.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider the discrete-time linear system in state space

form with m scalar control inputs:

xk+1 = Axk +
m∑

j=1

BjΔuj,k + Ewk. (1)

where xk ∈ �n is the state at time step k and Δuj,k ∈ �
is the control move applied to channel j at time step k,

i.e. Δuj,k = uj,k − uj,k−1. The disturbance wk is unknown

but obeys the following bound

wk ∈ W ∀k (2)

where W is a known, bounded set. The system is required

to obey the following state constraints

xk ∈ X ∀k. (3)

The following indexing function identifies the input chan-

nel to be moved at each step

σ(k) = (k mod m) + 1 (4)

so that the asynchronous nature of the multiplexed control

moves, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), is captured by the constraint

Δuj,k = 0 if j �= σ(k). (5)

It is then possible to rewrite the system dynamics (1) as a

periodic time-varying system

xk+1 = Axk + Bσ(k)Δũk + Ewk (6)

where Δũk = Δuσ(k),k. This form will be used for pre-

dictions in the optimisations and illustrates how MMPC can

draw on results for periodic time-varying systems.

III. CONTROLLER FORMULATIONS

This section develops the new robust MMPC formulation

in two stages. The first, referred to as Scheme 1, uses the

multiplexed control moves seen in Fig. 1(b) but optimises

simultaneously for moves on all channels. The constraint

modifications for robust feasibility are described. Then in

Scheme 2, the optimisation is divided such that the problem

at each step solves only for moves on the next channel to

be updated. This may be regarded as a specialisation of

Scheme 1 and inherits the property of robust feasibility.

Stability can be established using the results of Refs. [5],

[6] to evaluate the cost function for the nominal case,

together with those of Ref. [11] to take account of constraint

tightening. We omit the details for the sake of brevity.

The main contribution of this paper is Scheme 2, which

offers both performance and computational benefits over

conventional MPC. However, Scheme 1 is still required to

initialise the Scheme 2 controller.

A. Scheme 1

The controller for Scheme 1 is based on an op-

timisation of the control moves of all channels over

a horizon of N steps. The decision variable is there-

fore ΔUk = (Δũk|k Δũk+1|k Δũk+2|k . . . Δũk+N−1|k)T

where Δũk+i|k denotes the prediction made at time k of a

control move to be executed at time k + i. The optimization

solved at every step is

min
ΔUk

Vσ(k+N)(xk+N |k)+
N−1∑
i=0

||xk+i|k||
2
q +||Δũk+i|k||

2
r (7)

subject to ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}

xk+i+1|k = Axk+i|k + Bσ(k+i)Δũk+i|k (8a)

xk+N |k ∈ Tσ(k) (8b)

xk|k = x(k) (8c)

xk+i|k ∈ Xi,σ(k) (8d)

The notations ‖ · ‖q and ‖ · ‖r represent typical weighted

quadratic costs. The terminal penalty Vσ(k+N)(xk+N |k) rep-

resents the cost to complete the problem from the predicted

state at the horizon xk+N |k and a suitable cost-to-go function

was derived in Ref. [5].

The constraint sets Xi,σ(k) and Tσ(k) are constructed to

ensure robust feasibility, such that if some solution

ΔU
∗
k0

=
(
Δũ∗k0|k0

, Δũ∗k0+1|k0
, . . . , Δũ∗k0+N−1|k0

)T

(9)

is feasible at some time k0 then a candidate solution

Δ̂Uk0+1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Δũ∗
k0+1|k0

+F0,σ(k0+1)w(k0)
...

Δũ∗
k0+N−1|k0

+FN−2,σ(k0+1)w(k0)

Kσ(k0+1)x
∗
k0+N |k0

+FN−1,σ(k0+1)w(k0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
(10)
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is feasible at k0+1 for all w(k0) ∈ W . The designer chooses

the feedback parameters Fi,σ(k) and Kσ(k) offline [11].

To achieve this robust feasibility property, the state con-

straints are tightened using a recursion

X0,σ(k) = X (11a)

Xi+1,σ(k) = Xi,σ(k+1) ∼ Li,σ(k+1)W (11b)

where

L0,σ(k) = I (12a)

Li+1,σ(k) = ALi,σ(k) + Bσ(k+i)Fi,σ(k) (12b)

for the chosen feedback policy Fi,σ(k) and the “∼” operator

denotes the Pontryagin difference [19] between two sets:

A ∼ B = {a | a + b ∈ A ∀b ∈ B} (13)

The terminal sets Tσ(k) have the robust invariance properties(
A + Bσ(k+N)Kσ(k+1)

)
x +(

ALN,σ(k+1) + Bσ(k+N)FN−1,σ(k+1)

)
w ∈ Tσ(k+1)

∀x ∈ Tσ(k), w ∈ W,
(14a)

Tσ(k) ⊆ XN,σ(k). (14b)

The reader is directed to Ref. [11] for a more thorough

explanation of how these constraint modifications imply

feasibility of the solution in (10).

The paramaters Fi,σ(k) and Kσ(k) are chosen by the

designer. The parameters Li,σ(k), which relate the control

perturbations in (10) to the corresponding changes in the state

predictions, are then fixed by (12). These settings determine

the amount of constraint tightening applied in (11). Typically,

to achieve a large feasible region, the control policy chosen

should minimise the quantities limited by the constraints.

A restrictive but convenient choice of candidate policy is

to select Fi,σ(k), i = 0, . . . , N −2 such that LN,σ(k) = 0 ∀k

and then set FN−1,σ(k) = 0, Kσ(k) = 0 and Tσ(k) = {0} ∀k.

Algorithm 1 (MMPC Scheme 1):

1) Solve (7) subject to (8)

2) Apply control move Δuσ(k),k = Δũk

3) Pause for one time step, increment k and go to Step 1

Theorem 1: If the system (1) is controlled using Algo-

rithm 1 and the initial optimisation at time k = 0 can

be solved, then the optimisation remains feasible and the

constraints (3) are satisfied for all disturbances satisfying (2).

Proof: By construction of the constraints in (11),

feasibility at any time k0 implies feasibility at time k0 + 1.

Therefore, feasibility at time k = 0 implies feasibility at all

future times k > 0. This also implies satisfaction of the con-

straint (3), as satisfying the optimisation constraints xk|k =
xk and xk|k ∈ X0,σ(k) implies xk ∈ X .

B. Scheme 2

In Scheme 2, the large time-varying optimisation

of Scheme 1 is divided into m sub-problems,

one for each input channel. Each sub-problem

solves only for the moves on the corresponding

channel. Therefore the reduced decision variable

is ΔUk = (Δũk, Δũk+m, Δũk+2m, . . . , Δũk+N−1)
T

and since housekeeping implies k + N − 1 = k + pm for

some p we require N = pm + 1. After each sub-problem

is solved and the immediate move performed, the local

controller stores its planned moves for use in the sub-

problems for the other channels. Each sub-problem plans

on the assumption that the future actions of others will

be based on their last communicated plans. This may be

considered as having a separate controller for each channel,

all sharing knowledge of their intentions.

The Scheme 2 sub-problem optimisation is

min
ΔUk

Vσ(k+N)(xk+N |k)+
N−1∑
i=0

||xk+i|k||
2
q+

p∑
j=0

||Δũk+jm|k||
2
r

(15)

subject to (8) and

Δũk+i|k = Δũk+i|k−1 + Fi,σ(k)wk−1, ∀i �= jm (16)

encoding the assumption that the moves of other channels

use the predetermined candidate policy (10). This constraint

implies that unlike Scheme 1, any Scheme 2 sub-problem

requires knowledge of the solution of the preceding optimi-

sation. Therefore the Scheme 2 controller must be initialised

with a solution to the Scheme 1 optimisation. Since Scheme 2

also guarantees robust feasibility, this initialisation is only

needed once, at the beginning of Scheme 2 operation.

The additional constraint (16) in the Scheme 2 sub-

problem can be written as a linear relationship between the

reduced Scheme 2 decision variable ΔUk and the planned

moves for all channels, i.e. the corresponding Scheme 1

solution ΔUk:

ΔUk = M1ΔUk + M2ΔU
∗
k−1 + M3wk (17)

with the structures

M1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
0

.

.

.

0

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭m

1
0

.

.

.

0

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭m

. . .

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, M2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

.

.

.

0
1

. . .

1

.

.

.

0
1

. . .

1

.

.

.
. . .

0 · · · · · · · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

M3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
F1,σ(k)

.

.

.

Fm−1,σ(k)

0
Fm+1,σ(k)

.

.

.

F2m−1,σ(k)

.

.

.

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

This linear mapping is used to reconstruct the full solu-

tion ΔUk from each sub-problem solution ΔUk.
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Algorithm 2 (MMPC Scheme 2):

1) Solve (7) subject to (8)

2) Apply control move Δuσ(k),k = Δũk

3) Store planned moves ΔU
∗
k

4) Pause for one time step, increment k

5) Solve (15) subject to (8) and (16)

6) Construct and store complete plan ΔU
∗
k using (17)

7) Go to Step 2

Theorem 2: If the system (1) is controlled using Algo-

rithm 2 and the Scheme 1 initialisation at time k = 0 can

be solved, then all subsequent optimisations are feasible and

the constraints (3) are satisfied for all disturbance realisations

satisfying (2).

Proof: Since the candidate solution (10) also satisfies

the additional constraint (16) of Scheme 2, then knowledge

of a feasible Scheme 1 solution at some time step k0 implies

feasibility of the Scheme 2 sub-problem at time step k0 +1.

Furthermore, since the constraints of the Scheme 2 sub-

problem include those of Scheme 1, then any solution to

the Scheme 2 sub-problem must, when built back into a

full solution using (17), form a feasible solution to the

Scheme 1 problem at time step k0 + 1. Therefore, by

recursion, knowledge of an initial Scheme 1 solution at time

step k = 0 implies feasibility and constraint satisfaction of

Scheme 2 at all subsequent steps k > 0.

IV. RESULTS

This section demonstrates the potential benefits of MMPC

by employing it in simulation for the control of two dif-

ferent example systems. In all cases, comparisons are made

between the two MMPC schemes and normal “synchronous”

MPC (SMPC). All simulations were performed on the same

PC with a 3.2GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor and 1GB RAM.

Matlab version 7.1 (R14, Service Pack 3) was employed,

using Simulink to simulate the system dynamics and the

“quadprog” optimisation function to solve the necessary

quadratic programming (QP) problems. Computation times

were measured using the Matlab profiler.

A. Spring-Mass Example

This section considers the control of the simple mechanical

system shown in Fig. 2. The system comprises four point

masses moving in one dimension. Each has mass of five

units and is connected to the adjacent masses by a spring of

stiffness one unit.

y
w

u4u3u2u1

Fig. 2. Spring-Mass Example System

Each controller minimizes control energy subject to a

constraint on the the position of mass 1, shown as output y in

Fig. 2. Control energy is taken as
∫

u(t)T u(t)dt over a 400s

simulation. The inputs are the control moves Δuk applied to

forces ui acting on each mass, and therefore the control force

levels u(t) are elements in an augmented state vector. All

controllers were made robust to a disturbance force of up to

0.01 unit acting on mass 4. In the simulations, a disturbance

pulse was applied to that mass of magnitude 0.01 from 50s

to 200s.

In the MMPC schemes, control moves were applied at

intervals of one second, i.e. channel 1 moved at t = t1 sec-

onds, then channel 2 at t = t1 + 1 seconds, and so on. In

the comparison SMPC simulations, moves were made on all

channels every four seconds, but to ensure fair comparison,

the constraints were enforced at intervals of one second as

in MMPC. Computation time is taken as the time spent in

the “quadprog” function, totalled over all calls during the

simulation.

Figure 3 shows the control input signals and the output

signals for each of the three controllers considered, using

a horizon of 120s in all cases. The asynchronous control

moves can be seen in the control signal plots from the two

MMPC simulations. In all three cases, the output signal

runs tightly against the constraint (shown dashed) for the

duration of the disturbance pulse. This is as expected, since

the objective is to minimize control energy and therefore the

controller makes use of all available flexibility in the output

constraint. The output under MMPC Scheme 2 is slightly

further from the limit than under the other two controllers,

possibly because that controller effectively solves a more

constrained problem due to the reduced decision variable

set. However, the effect is not significant.

To further illustrate the ability of the new robust MMPC

to satisfy hard constraints despite disturbances, the simula-

tion using MMPC Scheme 2 was repeated using different

constraint levels. The resulting output signals are shown in

Figure 4. In every case, the signal goes right to its limit,

but never beyond, and the optimisations remain feasible.

These results illustrate that the constraints are active in these

simulations and that the robust MMPC method does not

introduce undue conservatism.

Table I compares detailed statistics from the results in

Fig. 3. Observe that the performance, in terms of the control

energy, is roughly the same across all three controllers. How-

ever, the computation times vary considerably. Predictably,

MMPC Scheme 1 is much slower, in terms of computation,

than SMPC, since the two problems are (roughly) the same

size, but MMPC Scheme 1 solves the problem four times

as often. However, MMPC Scheme 2 is slightly faster than

SMPC, since its sub-problems have only a quarter as many

decision variables as SMPC. This illustrates the underlying

premise of MMPC: it is faster to solve four problems of

31 variables than one problem of 124.

To further explore the issue of scalability, the simulations

from Fig. 3 using SMPC and MMPC Scheme 2 were

repeated with various horizon lengths. Figure 5 shows the

variation of total computation time with horizon length

for both controllers. With a very short horizon, SMPC is

faster than MMPC. We hypothesize that this is due to
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(f) MMPC Scheme 2 - Output

Fig. 3. Spring-Mass Example: Responses to Disturbance Pulse
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Fig. 4. Spring-Mass Example: Outputs from MMPC Scheme 2 for
Constraint Settings 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0

overheads in the QP solver, such as set-up time, which

dominate the solution time for small problems and therefore

penalise the more frequent optimisation calls of MMPC.

However, as the horizon length increases, the computation

time becomes dominated by the actual solution process and

MMPC Scheme 2 scales more favorably than SMPC.

B. Flight Dynamics Example

This section considers longitudinal control of an A-7A

Corsair II aircraft. The dynamics model was taken from

Example 6.1 in Ref. [20] and augmented to include a

thrust input as well as the elevator input. Both inputs are

TABLE I

SPRING-MASS EXAMPLE: RESULTS FOR EACH CONTROLLER

REJECTING DISTURBANCE PULSE.

Controller SMPC MMPC MMPC
Scheme 1 Scheme 2∫

u(t)T
u(t)dt × 1000 4.312 4.358 4.320

Computation Time (s) 6.6 21.7 5.6

No. of QP Solutions 100 400 400

No. of Decision Vars. per QP 124 121 31

No. of Constraints per QP 248 242 242
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MMPC−2
SMPC

Fig. 5. Spring-Mass Example: Variation of Computation Time with Horizon
Length for SMPC and MMPC Scheme 2

constrained to [−0.04, 0.04] and the constraints are made

robust to input disturbances in the range [−0.01, 0.01] on

each channel. The simulation runs for 200s and a disturbance

of 0.01 is applied to both channels from 20s to 120s. The

planning horizon is 80s in all cases and the objective is to

minimize x2
2 where the state element x2 corresponds to the

velocity normal to the aircraft axis in the body frame.

Figure 6 shows the control and output signals from sim-

ulations using each of the three different controllers. SMPC

executes moves on both channels at intervals of one second.

MMPC performs a single move on alternating channels every

half a second. Thus the total number of moves on each

channel in each simulation is the same. Table II compares

the three results using the same metrics as in the previous

section, except for the performance which is here taken as

the peak value of the normal velocity ‖x2‖∞.

Unlike in the spring-mass example, there is significant

variation in performance between the three controllers. The

two MMPC controllers, with their faster response times, are

able to mitigate the short period response more effectively

than SMPC, which leaves a significant spike at the onset of

the disturbance. Scheme 1 performs better than Scheme 2, to

be expected as Scheme 1 solves a less constrained optimisa-

tion. However, Scheme 2 still outperforms SMPC, indicating

that in this case, it is better to respond to a disturbance

quickly with one channel than slowly with both. MMPC

Scheme 2 also requires significantly less computational effort

than SMPC for this example. It is surprising that SMPC is

so slow, requiring almost as much computation as the more
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(c) MMPC Scheme 1 - Controls
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(d) MMPC Scheme 1 - Output
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(e) MMPC Scheme 2 - Controls
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(f) MMPC Scheme 2 - Output

Fig. 6. Aircraft Example: Responses to Disturbance Pulse

TABLE II

AIRCRAFT EXAMPLE: RESULTS FOR EACH CONTROLLER REJECTING

DISTURBANCE PULSE.

Controller SMPC MMPC MMPC
Scheme 1 Scheme 2

‖x2(t)‖∞ 8.53 4.37 6.49

Computation Time 42.25 44.52 9.15

No. of QP Solutions 200 400 400

No. of Decision Vars. per QP 80 81 41

No. of Constraints per QP 160 324 324

complex MMPC Scheme 1: this is the subject of continuing

investigation. These results suggest that when computation is

a limiting factor and the characteristic time constants of the

system are comparable to the computation times required,

MMPC can offer performance benefits over SMPC.

V. CONCLUSION

Multiplexed model predictive control (MMPC) updates

one input at a time, of a multi-input controlled plant. The

motivation is to reduce the computational complexity of

MPC, in order to allow reduced control update intervals. For

some plants this leads to improved control, as a result of the

controller being able to react to disturbances more quickly.

MMPC scales well with increasing numbers of inputs, since

the computational complexity of the ‘Scheme 2’ variant

depends only weakly on the number of inputs.

In this paper we have extended the basic MMPC idea to

obtain robust feasibility and robust constraint satisfaction in

the presence of unknown but bounded disturbances.

Simulation examples have demonstrated that our scheme

succeeds in maintaining constraint satisfaction and feasibil-

ity despite the presence of disturbances. Furthermore, they

have shown that performance improvements can indeed be

obtained in some circumstances, compared with conventional

MPC, they have indicated the kind of computational speed-

up that can result from adoption of the MMPC scheme,

and they have illustrated that these benefits are retained in

circumstances where the constraints are active.
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